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Step 3:Act

Now that You Have 

Information, How to 

Create Change

Putting Your Knowledge Into Action



What is an Intervention?

 Interfere so as to modify

An activity to increase a positive or decrease a 

negative

Increase collaboration among churches, increase 

transparency by leaders

Decrease corruption, inactivity

Positive programming generally more effective

May be a program, a policy or behavior change that 

corrects a community need.



Intervention Examples

 An education program teaching vulnerable people to 

recognize disaster risks

 A policy change preventing development in flood 

prone areas

 Behavior change focusing on self-advocacy

 Effective interventions are built on an understanding of 

the problem and the community context

 Example: Advocacy in Uganda.  Helped a community advocate for 

government services that were promised and not delivered.

 Example from Tacloban and Haiti – Building codes not enforced. 

Community advocated for better education of inspectors and 

accountability.



Discussion

What are the problems your team wishes to solve?

Who has these problems?

What are the root causes?

What has been tried before?



No Need to Reinvent a Solution

 Two kinds of problems:

 Someone, somewhere, has solved the problem  

 Start here and ask what others have done

 Learn from others and adapt 

 No one has solved the problem

 Ask who else has experience with this and what have they done 

that has been helpful

 Approach it as a question of learning rather than solving

 What makes this problem a priority?

 What action or skill do you want to increase to correct the root 

problem?



How to Find a Strategy: Learn from Others

What community examples of solutions are available. 

What has worked in your community? Can you figure 

out why it worked? 

Consider interventions that have been done for related 

problems--perhaps they can be adapted for use by your 

group. 

 Attend a conference or community meeting and find 

out what people are doing.

 Talk to people you do not normally talk to  



Before you take someone else’s program, 

Ask, Is it.. (Critical Thinking)

 Appropriate-Do they fit the group's purpose?

 Effective-Did they make a difference on behavior and 
outcome?

 Replicable-Are the details and results of what happened in 
the original intervention explained well enough to repeat 
what was done? Unfortunately, this isn't always the case--
many people, when you talk to them, will say, "Oh! We just did 
it! "

 Simple-Is it clear enough for people in your group to do?

 Practical-Do we have the time and money to do this?

 Compatible with your situation-Does it fit local needs, 
resources, and values



A Typical Program has One or More of These Four 
Parts

Providing 
information and 
skills training

1

Enhancing 
support and 
resources

2

Modifying 
access and 
barriers

3

Monitoring and 
giving 
feedback
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Four Part Example in Trauma Care

Providing information and skills training

Enhancing support and resources

Modifying access and barriers

Monitoring and giving feedback



Why Make a Plan?

Communication

1

Defines the aim

2

Confirms 
commission from 
leadership

3

Creates a reference

• For assessment

• Monitoring

• Standardizes the method
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Create an action plan to carry out the four 

parts of the program

What exactly will you implement?

Who should implement it and by when?

What resources and support are needed? What are 

available?

What potential barriers or resistance are expected? How 

will they be minimized?

What individuals or organizations need to be informed? 

What do you need to tell them?



Design a Program Around An Existing 

Church Program

 Most church ministries can be expanded to either include disaster 

preparedness or prepared to “pivot” in the event of a disaster

 “Pivot” means to temporarily focus the service on disaster needs in the 

event of a crisis

 Consider the following:

 What are the vulnerabilities of the people served by the program

 What will those people need in the event of a disaster

 How can the service be used to help prepare people (make them less 

vulnerable)



Prepare Your Church to be a 

Community Resource

 Who are the vulnerable people within your own church?  Within the church 

community?

 Is your church prepared to be a resource to them in case of disaster?

 Provide shelter

 Disperse supplies

 Store supplies for those in need

 Serve as a staging center for NGOs?

 Assess and communicate community needs?



Exercise –Write an Action Plan for your 

project (Use handout for this exercise)

Goal – What is the Ultimate Achievement you re aiming 

for?

Objective (list 1 to 3) What is a key step toward your goal

 Learning Objective – What do you hope to learn about 

the problem by doing this project?

 Timeframe – List start and finish dates

 Resources – What do you need to do this project?

 Target population – Who are you aiming to help

 Strategy – How will you create change?

Measures – What will you count to show that your 

program worked?



Be Clear About Your Aim

What needs to happen?

Whose behavior needs to change?

What will motivate them to change?

What is needed to maintain the change?

What specific changes should happen with the 

intervention (targets)?

 Think in terms of skills, behavior and resources, not just 

knowledge.



Skills You May Need – Where to Find them

Community knowledge

Basic Statistics

Communication

Team Building

Management

This is where an academic partner can help.



Pilot Test Your Program

Create a small scale test

Evaluate your results

Remember to talk to those who did the program 

and those who received it

Look for unintended consequences

Some programs make things worse



Other Things Your May Want to Add to 

Your Plan ..

Sponsor 
Signature

1

Budget

2

Collaborators

3

Dashboard
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DashBoard 

Exmple



Discussion

What was it like doing this plan?  

What parts were hardest?

What was easiest?

 How do you make sure the plan is actually followed?

What do you do if you start the project and find you 

missed something in your plan?



What About Disaster Preparedness?

Working on Disaster Preparedness will also develop 

community resilience.

 Preparedness projects, like CCMP, can be done in a 

way to that addresses community issues

 Examples: LA Community Resilience Action

Held fairs, open community education, brought 

people together

Watched to see who they were not reaching and 

took action

Conducted community assessment



Team Questions for Action

 Have you conducted a test of your project and identified any 

changes needed?

 Do you have a way to track your project so that problems are 

located early and fixed before they become large problems?

 Do you have an idea of outside skills or resources (i.e. outside of 

your community) that are needed to support the project, such as 
statistical skills, communication, resource development, writing, etc., 

and know how to get those skills and resources?

 Are you tracking your teamwork so that team members are 

accountable, problems are discussed openly, and everyone 

continues to support the project?



Check Point

By now you should know

How to form a Community Team

What is a learning approach

How to do a community assessment

How to do a basic action plan


